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A fundamental problem is to estimate the logarithmic coefficients of a power 
series with constant coefficient zero which represents a function which has distinct 
values at distinct points of the unit disk. A source of estimates is an expansion 
theorem for the Lowner equations which is obtained from a study of contractive 
substitutions in Hilbert spaces of analytic functions. The methods are an outgrowth 
of the theory of square summable power series 111. Assume that un is a given 
function of nonnegative integers n, with nonnegative values, such that u(, = 0 and 
such that u n , < un when n is positive. Infinite values are allowed. The underlying 
Hilbert space is the set C,,(O) of equivalence classes of power seriesf(z) = x a,z” 
with constant coefftcient zero such that ~~f(z)~~~,,,,, = 1 (n/u,) la,l* is finite. 
Equivalence of power series f(z) and g(z) means that the coefficient of zn in f(z) is 
equal to the coefficient of z” in g(z) when u, is finite. 
A conjecture of Milin [2 1 states that, for suitable choices of u, a maximum 
value of 
for a power series Q(z) with constant coefficient zero which represents a 
function which has distinct values at distinct points of the unit disk is 
obtained with the star-like function 
@(z)=z/(l -z)’ 
whose logarithmic coefficients are given by the expansion 
Q(z) O” log ~ = 
z@‘(O) 
2 x z”/n. 
tl=l 
The conjecture is made when a positive integer r exists such that 
un = l/(r + 1 - n) for n = l,..., r and such that on is infinite for larger values 
of n. The conjecture for these choices of u implies the Robertson conjecture 
and the Bieberbach conjecture [ 3 1. 
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Estimates are obtained as a limiting case of estimates for a power series 
B(z), with constant coefficient zero, which represents a function which is 
bounded by one and has distinct values at distinct points of the unit disk. If 
B(z) is any such power series, then the transformation which takesS(z) into 
f(B(z)) is contractive in ,FO(0). 
An admissible exponent for ,FO(0) is a nonnegative number a such that the 
inequality 
llf (B(z))11 ~~-,co, G IB’W Ilf(z>li~~co, 
holds for every element f(z) of .VO(0) whenever B(z) is a power series with 
constant coefficient zero which represents a function which is bounded by 
one and has distinct values at distinct points of the unit disk. 
A construction from the theory of square summable power series is used 
to produce related norms. The 3’:(B)-norm of an element f(z) of .?QO) is 
defined by 
Ilf(~~lltp, = su~[llf(z) + gP(4)llt0,0, - P’(O)l’” II &)/l~O~o,l~ 
where the least upper bound is taken over all elements g(z) of .YO(0). The set 
of elements of ,F!fO(0) which have finite .V”,(B)-norm is a Hilbert space .Fz(B) 
in the .Yz(B)-norm. If f(z) is in .7:(B) and if g(z) is in .VO(0), then 
h(z) =f(z) + g(B(z)) belong to 3,(O) and the inequality 
llW)ll~o~o, G Ilf(~)lli~c,, + lB’(0)12a II &)l/z,O,o, 
is satisfied. Every element h(z) of 2QO) admits a minimal decomposition for 
which equality holds. The space .%g(B) is denoted .T:(B) when a = 0. 
The norms are well-behaved with respect to substitution of power series 
141. 
THEOREM 1. Let a be an admissible exponent for ,Fi(O). Assume that 
A(z), B(z), and C(z) are power series with constant coeflcient zero which 
represent functions which are bounded by one and have distinct values at 
distinct points of the unit disk such that B(z) = C(A(z)). Zf f (z) belongs to 
.vg(A) and g(z) belongs to .Fz(C), then 
h(z) = f (z) + g(A(z)) 
belongs to 5?:(B) and the inequality 
II Wlltgcm < Ilf(4ll&i, + lA’PI*” II &)ll~~,,, 
is satisfied. Every element h(z) of .yz(B) admits a minimal decomposition for 
which equality holds. 
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A power series g(z) is said to be subordinate to a power series f(z) if 
g(z) =f(B(z)) for a power series B(z) with constant coefficient zero which 
represents a function which is bounded by one in the unit disk. If f(z) and 
g(z) are power series with constant coefficient zero which represent functions 
with distinct values at distinct points of the unit disk, then g(z) is subor- 
dinate tof(z) if, and only if, the region onto which g(z) maps the unit disk is 
contained in the region onto whichf(z) maps the unit disk. 
A Lowner family is a family of power series @(t, z), indexed -by a positive 
parameter t, such that each series @(t, z) has constant coefficient zero and 
coefficient of z equal to t and represents a function with distinct values at 
distinct points of the unit disk, and such that @(a, z) is subordinate to 
@(b, z) when a < b. 
If f(z) and g( z are power series with constant coefficient zero and coef- 1 
ficient of z positive which represent functions with distinct values at distinct 
points of the unit disk, such that g(z) is subordinate to j(z), then a Lowner 
family of power series @(t, z) exists such that g(z) = @(a, z) and 
f(z) = @(b, z) for indices a and b with a < b. 
If a Lowner family of power series @(t, z) is given, then the Lowner 
differential equation 
t apt qt, z) = zql(t, z) apz qt, z) 
is satisfied for a coefficient power series tp(t, z), with constant coefficient one, 
which represents a function with positive real part in the unit disk for every 
index t, such that the coefficients of cp(t, z) are measurable functions of 1. 
If tp(t, z) is a power series with constant coefficient one which represents a 
function with positive real part in the unit disk for every index t, such that 
the coefficients of p(t, z) are measurable functions oft, then a unique Lowner 
family of power series @(t, z) exists such that the Lowner equation is 
satisfied with p(t, z) as coefficient function. 
A new Hilbert space is generated by properties of the Lowner equation. 
Let PO be the set of equivalence classes of power seriesf(z) = C a,z” such 
that 
is finite. Two such power series f(z) and g(z) are considered equivalent if 
I/ g - fll Y” = 0. 
THEOREM 2. A nonnegative number a is an admissible exponent for 
?QO) if, and only if, the inequality 
llf~~)ll’~,~ Cl/a> Ilf(z>ll~,KI, 
holds for every element f(z) of FO(0). 
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Assume that a is an admissible exponent for .Y~(O). Iff(z) belongs to %YO’,, 
define 
Ilfm‘~ = suP[llf(z) + dz)Il:” - (l/a) II &Il~~JO,l~ 
where the least upper bound is taken over all elements g(z) of SO(0). The set 
of all elements of <Yi which have finite .Ys-norm is a Hilbert space Y z in 
the ,Y’z-norm. The inclusion of the space in .?, does not increase norms. If 
f(z) belongs to .Y ,” and if g(z) belongs to .VO(0), then 
h(z) = f(z) + g(z) 
belongs to ,Yg and the inequality 
l14)l12~u < Ilfm; + (l/a) I! ‘!+)llz,J”, 
is satisfied. Every element h(z) of ,2, admits a minimal decomposition for 
which equality holds. 
An estimate of logarithmic coefficients is obtained from the Lowner 
equation. 
THEOREM 3. If a is an admissible xponent for .?JO), then the inequality 
holds for every power series B(z) with constant coefficient zero which 
represents a function which is bounded by one and has distinct values at 
distinct points of the unit disk. 
A computation of admissible exponents is made from the theory of 
orthogonal polynomials [ 5 1 when the space 3<,(O) has finite dimension. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that a,, is eventually infinite, but that a, is finite. 
Let r be the greatest positive integer such that a, is finite. Define polynomials 
S,(z),..., S,.(z) inductively by 
1 zS,(z) = S,(z) - s,- I@> S”, l(Z) - S,(z) - 
n an-anpl a nt 1 - 0, 
for n = l,..., r, where S,(z) is any given nonzero real number. Each 
polynomial S,(z) is real for real z, it has degree r - n, and its has only real 
simple zeros. The zeros of S,(z) and S,-,(z) are interlacedfor n = l,..., r. A 
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nonnegative number a is an admissible exponent for .YO(0) if, and only if, its 
reciprocal is greater than every zero of S,(z). The identity 
,, 1 (,2 
7ff 
= SOW> - S,(l/a> 
m 
Ul So(l/a) 
is then satisfied. 
The polynomials are computable for suitable choices of u. Assume that 
u, = n for n = O,..., r, and that c,, is infinite for larger values of n. If 
S,.(z) = 1, then 
s,-,(4 cos2(c9)) = (-1)” 
sin(2n0 + 0) 
sin(e) 
for n = O,..., r. An admissible exponent is a = a. The inequality 
holds for every power series B(z) with constant coefficient zero which 
represents a function which is bounded by one and has distinct values at 
distinct points of the unit disk. 
If the Milin conjecture is true, then the inequality 
holds for every power series Q(z) with constant coefficient zero which 
represents a function with distinct values at distinct points of the unit disk. 
The constant in the Milin conjecture is less than the bound obtained because 
$‘< 4r ---Z ;3 1 
n=1 n2 2r+ 1 nt, n2 - l/4’ 
Some background information is relevant to the appreciation of the 
estimates. If FO(0) is a given space, define XV(O) to be the set of power series 
f(z)= f a,z-” 
“=, 
in 2-l with constant coefficient zero such that 
409/100/1 22 
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is finite. An isometric transformation of .YO(0) 
taking f(z) = C a,z” into 
cc 
onto ,FO(0) is defined by 
f-(z)= x o,la,z-“. 
??=I 
The adjoint of B(z)-substitution in ,YO(0) is computable as an inverse of 
B*(z)-substitution in X0(O), where B*(z) = C g,,z” if B(z) = C B,z”. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that B(z) is a power series with constant coefficient 
zero which represents a function which is bounded by one and has distinct 
values at distinct points of the unit disk. The adjoint of B(z)-substitution in 
3:(O) takes f (z) into g(z) whenever f (z) and g(z) are elements of ,Yo(0) such 
that 
f-(z) - &B*(z)) 
is a power series in z. The constant coeflcient in the power series is then 
f(z), 
It follows that a nonnegative number a is an admissible exponent for .YU(0) 
if, and only if, the inequality 
II &I w,(o) G IB’P>l” llf (z>II Waco, 
holds whenever f (z) and g(z) are elements of ,FO(0) such that f (z) - g(B(z)) 
is a power series in z for a power series B(z) with constant coefficient zero 
which represents a function which is bounded by one and has distinct values 
at distinct points of the unit disk. 
Define the Z’:(B)-norm of an element h(z) of (TV(O) by 
II W~p, = w[lIh(z) + g(4l&o, - IB’(O>l’* llf(~)ll~~,~oJ~ 
where the least upper bound is taken over all elements f (z) and g(z) of ZO(0) 
such that f (z) - g(B(z)) is a power series in z. The set of elements of X0(O) 
which have finite X:(B)-norm is a Hilbert space Z:(B) in the <Z:(B)- 
norm. If f (z) is an element of R:(B), if u(z) is an element of (To(O), and if 
v(z) is the element of <;%“,(O) such that U(Z) - v(B(z)) is a power series in z, 
then 
h(z) = f(z) + v(z) 
is an element of ZO(0) which satisfies the inequality 
IIWl~~~o, G Ilf WI&c,,,, + IW0)1*” II WI’*-,,,,. 
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Every element h(z) of ZV(0) admits a minimal decomposition for which 
equality holds. 
The spaces Z:(B) are a generalization of the overlapping spaces of the 
theory of square summable power series. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that a is an admissible exponent for %YV(0) and that 
B(z) is a power series with constant coefficient zero which represents a 
function which is bounded by one and has distinct values at distinct points of 
the unit disk. The series f(B(z)) belongs to FE(B) for an element f(z) of 
,Fi(O) if, and only if, f*(z) belongs to R’g(B*). The identity 
Ilf -(z)ll>p*, = Ilf <z>Il’,,,o, + IlfQW)llk;,,, 
is then satisfied. 
Relations exist between the estimation theory for logarithmic coefficients 
and the contractive properties of substitution transformations with respect to 
an indefinite metric. 
THEOREM 7. Assume that a is an admissible exponent for .FJO) and that 
B(z) is a power series with constant coefficient zero which represents a 
function which is bounded by one and has distinct values at distinct points of 
the unit disk. The inequality 
holds for a positive number k if and only if the inequality 
II g(z) - g(aW&XO) - I gWl*/k 
G lP’(0)12”[IIf(4 -fWI’KXO) - If(d’/kl 
holds whenever f (z) and g(z) are power series in z- ’ such that f (z) -f (co) 
and g(z) - g(m) belong to B%“:(B) and such that f(z) - g(B*(z)) is a power 
series in z with constant coeflcient zero. 
Such relations may be the best explanation why the present methods do 
not yield good estimates in the limit a = 0. The need for positive admissible 
exponents implies the use of norms which are larger than the norms of the 
Milin conjecture. It is possible, however, that overlapping space ideas can be 
used to measure the difference between the two norms and eventually yield 
estimates in the smaller norm. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. The desired inequality is a consequence of the 
identity 
II h(z) + Wz))llZ,<,m - P’(O)/*” II Wl(,co, 
= II.!-(z) +gV(z)) + wMm<,(o, 
- Iw)12a II &> + W(4)llZc<,(O) 
+ I~‘(0~l’~lll&> + w(4>llt”(0) - I c’m’” IlWi”(OJ 
which holds for every element k(z) of .YO(0) since 
B’(0) = A’(0) C’(0). 
The existence of a minimal decomposition with the desired properties is 
obtained as in the theory of square summable power series ] 11. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Use is made of an approximation theorem which is 
a consequence of the Lowner theory [ 6 ]. A power series with constant coef- 
ficient zero which represents a function which is bounded by one and has 
distinct values at distinct points of the unit disk is a limit of finite 
compositions of special series with these additional properties: The function 
maps the unit disk onto a region which is star-like with respect to the origin. 
The complement in the unit disk of the image region has zero plane measure. 
The identity 
B(z) B’(O)z 
(1 - wB(z))* = (1 - WZ)’ 
holds for a complex number w of absolute value one. 
For the verification that (r is an admissible exponent, it is sufficient to 
verify the inequality 
when B(z) is of this special form. Since the norm of the space .Vi(O) is 
invariant under rotations of the unit disk, it is sufficient to consider the case 
in which B’(0) is positive and o = -1. In this case, define B(t, z) by 
W, z> 
(1 + B(~,z))~ = (1 :‘z,, 
when 0 < t < 1. The identity 
B(ab, z) = B(a, B(b, z)) 
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holds for all indices a and b. The infinitesimal generator of the substitution 
semigroup is computed from the differential equation 
t ; B(l, z) = B(f, z) 
1 + B(t, 2) 
1 - B(l, z) . 
The proof of the theorem consists of a sequence of identities which would 
be difficult to state in an explicit way. But an implicit notation can be 
devised to facilitate the argument. 
Let w be an indeterminate. The kernel function of .FO(0) is defined to be 
the series 
which is formally the element of ZQO) such that the identity 
holds for every element f(z) of ,YO(0). 
The interpretation is that if one substitutes formally j(w) = C a, wn on the 
left and compares the coefficient of W” on each side, then a valid identity is 
obtained when (T,, is finite. 
If a is an admissible exponent for ,FO(0), then the kernel function of 
Yz(B(t)) is 
1 [ZnP - t-2v(t, z)“B(t, w)“] an/n 
with a similar interpretation. 
Because of Theorem 1, the action of the operator --t a/at on this kernel 
function produces the kernel function of a Hilbert space in the formal inter- 
pretation. The kernel function of the new Hilbert space is 
2 tP[l -B(t,z)B(t, W)] 
11 -W,z>l[l -&,w)l 
c B(t, z)“B(t, wyun 
- 2atp2a x B(t, z)“B(t, W)nUn/ll. 
It follows that the expression 
1 -zzw 
\’ znWnun - a L z”Vu,/n 
(1 - z)(l - W) - 
is the kernel function of a Hilbert space in the same formal sense. 
A straightforward calculation shows that the expression is indeed the 
kernel function of the space Y0 in the case a = 0. If a is positive, then it 
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follows that the conditions for the existence of the space 9,” are satisfied. 
The expression is then the kernel function of this space. 
It will now be shown that CI is an admissible exponent if the conditions for 
the existence of the space -i”E are satisfied. For each number a, 0 < a < 1, a 
Hilbert space S?(o) will be defined, whose elements are equivalence classes 
of formal power series with constant coefficient zero. The elements of the 
space are of the form 
F(z) = 2j7(t, B(t, z)) t-’ dt 
a 
for a measurable function f(t, z) of t in (a, 1) whose values are elements of 
.9-z, such that 
2 
J 
’ Ilf(t, z)l&, t*-’ dt 
a 
is finite. Define 
to be the greatest lower bound of such expressions. Every element F(z) of 
R(a) admits a minimal decomposition for which the greatest lower bound is 
attained. 
The kernel function of Z(a) is 
X:r Z”lz - t-*Yqt, z)“B(t, w)“] an/n 
is the same formal sense. Its minimal representation is obtained with 
t-*a[l -z&t, W)] 
f(t,z)= (1 -z)[l -B(t,w)] 
x ZnEncr, 
- at-*a 1 z%(t, w)“a,/n. 
The conditions for the existence of the space .VE(B(a)) are now verified. 
This completes the proof that a is an admissible exponent. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 1 and the Ltiwner theorem stated in the 
proof of Theorem 2, it is sufficient to obtain the desired inequality in the case 
B(z) = B(a, z) in the notation of the proof of Theorem 2. By the expansion 
obtained in the proof of Theorem 2, 
w& 4 = 2 ’ lois yy- I 
m z> 
1 -Iqt, z) t-’ dt (1 
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where 
The desired estimate follows since -1 is equivalent to z/(1 - z) in 9,. 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is an application of the inequality 
la - b12 <t-l lal2 + (1 -t)-’ lb12 
which holds for all complex numbers a and b when 0 < t < 1. Equality holds 
if, and only if, 
(1 - t)a + tb = 0. 
By Theorem 2, a nonnegative number a is an admissible exponent for 
,!QO) if, and only if, the inequality 
Ilf(z>Il~~, G (l/a> Ilf(z>ll~,co, 
holds for every elementf(z) of ,YJO). By the definitions of the norms in these 
spaces, a nonnegative number (II is an admissible exponent for ,%(O) if, and 
only if, numbers t,, 0 < t, < 1, can be chosen for every n = l,..., r, such that 
1 1 
tn(on-(Jn-1) + (1 -t,+J(~,+, -a,> =: 
for every n = l,..., r. An inductive argument using the definition of the 
orthogonal polynomials in the statement of the theorem shows that the 
identity 
t,s,-,(1/a) i (1 - t,) S,(l/a) = 0 
then holds for every n = I,..., r. 
By the general theory of orthogonal polynomials [5 1, each polynomial 
S,(z) is real for real z and has only real simple zeros. The zeros are positive 
by the theory of symmetry in Hilbert spaces of entire functions. The zeros of 
S,(z) and S, _ 1(z) are interlaced because of the theory of phase functions in 
Hilbert spaces of entire functions. The degree of S,(z) is seen by induction to 
be r - IZ. Furthermore it is clear from the recurrence relations that S,(X) and 
S,- r(x) are nonzero and have opposite sign when x is suffkiently large and 
positive. Since S,(l/a) and S,- ,(1/a) are nonzero and have opposite sign by 
the positivity of t, and 1 - tn, an inductive argument shows that the zeros of 
S,(z) are less than l/a for every n = l,..., r. 
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It remains to compute the norm of one in .Y’g. By definition 
II 1 IIt‘; = SUP[II 1 +m>lL- (l/a> Ilf(4$~co,l~ 
where the least upper bound is taken over all elements f(z) = C a,z” of 
.VU(0). A repeated application of the inequality at the start of the proof shows 
that the inequality 
II 1 +“ff(z>ll%,< ~ (lLt,) + Cl/~) llf(4l’,,,“, I 
is satisfied and is a best possible result of its kind. This completes the proof 
that 
/I 1 IV,:: = l So(l/a) - s,c1/a> a,(1 -t,) = 01 ~ldl/~) 
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof reduces by a change of variable to the 
case CJ, = 1 for all positive integers n. A computation of adjoints is possible 
in this case because the kernel function of .Fg(0) is then 
f(z) = 1% j$ 
for a point w in the unit disk. The action of the adjoint of B(z)-substitution 
on this element is 
g(z) = 1% 
1 
1 - z&V) . 
The desired conclusion is easily verified in this case since 
f-(z) = log --?-- 
Z-W 
and 
g-(z) = log “_ 
z-B(w)’ 
The desired conclusion holds generally by linearity and continuity. 
Proof of Theorem 6. The theorem is a special case of a more general 
result which is notationally more easy to prove. Assume that T is a 
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contractive transformation in a Hilbert space R. Define R(T) to be the set 
of elements f of SF such that 
llf II iv(T) = suP[llf+ wF=- II &a4 
is finite, where the least upper bound is taken over all elements g of GF’. 
Define R(T*) to be the set of elements f of R such that 
llf II zr((T’) = SUP[Ilf + T*gllk*- II .&-I 
is finite, where the least upper bound is taken over all elements g of SF. Then 
<F(T) and R(T*) are Hilbert spaces whose inclusions in SF are contractive. 
Define the overlapping space ~2 of R’(T) to be the set of elements f of CT 
such that Tf belongs to R(T) in the norm 
llf II:= Ilf /I%+ lITfll%~ac,,. 
Then ie is a Hilbert space whose inclusion in 27 is contractive. It will be 
shown that the spaces Y and .F(T*) are isometrically equal. 
The proof depends on properties of minimal decompositions with respect 
to .F(T) and with respect to P(T*). If f belongs to X“(T) and if g belongs 
to F, then h = f + Tg belongs to F and the inequality 
ll~ll% Ilf ll2m + II gll’w 
is satisfied. Every element h of 3 admits a minimal decomposition for 
which equality holds. It is obtained with g = T*h. It follows that 
f = (1 - TT*) h is the element of Z’( T) obtained from h under the adjoint of 
the inclusion of .?‘(7’) in F. A similar result holds with T and T* 
interchanged. 
It will first be shown that Z’(T*) is contained isometrically in Y’. A 
straightforward use of the definition of the F’(T)-norm reduces the problem 
to showing that a dense subset of P(T*) is contained isometrically in 9. It 
is therefore sufficient to show that, for every element h of (;F” (1 - T* T) h is 
an element of R(T*) which belongs to 9 and has the same norm in Y as in 
,;;t”(T*). Since T(1 - T*T) h = (1 - TT*) Th, (1 - T*T) h does indeed 
belong to ;I” and 
INI - T*T) hII:,= IN1 - T*T> hlli-+ ll(l - TT*) Tgll&,,, 
= ll(l - T*Thl&++ lIThI&- I/T*Th(If, 
= Ilhll~- llThIl~= ll(1 - T*TVll~m. 
It has been shown that R’(T*) is contained isometrically in 4”. To 
complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to show that no nonzero 
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element f of 2’ is orthogonal to Z(T*). It will be shown that an elementfof 
9 is zero if its is orthogonal in P to (1 - r*r) h for every element h of Z. 
By the definition of the norm in P, the orthogonality condition reads 
(f, (1 - r*q h),+ (Tf, T(1 - T*q h),,) = 0. 
Since the condition implies that f is orthogonal to h in ;F”, f = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 7. If f (z) is an element of .%i(O) and if g(z) is obtained 
from f(z) under the adjoint of B(z)-substitution, then 
f(z>-IB'(0)l-2*g(~(z)) 
is the element of .27:(B) obtained from f (z) under the adjoint of the inclusion 
of F:(B) in ,YO(0). It follows that the identity 
1 f(z) - /B’(O)1 -Z”g(B(z)), log A!?)- j ZB’P) cp, 
= f(z), 1% *j 
i C<,(O) 
is satisfied, where the last inner product represents the constant coefficient in 
f-(z) - g^(B*(z)) by Theorem 5. The inequality 
< k( 1 - 1 B’(0)12”) 
holds for a positive number k if, and only if, the inequality 
If(a) - gw* IP’P)12” 
k 1 - / B’(0)IZa 
< lB’(0)12a IIf -f(d’,,,o, - 11 g(z) - g(cd&co, 
holds for all power series f(z) and g(z) in z ~ ’ such that f(z) - f (co) and 
g(z) - g(co) belong to X0(O) and such that f(z) - g(B*(z)) is a power 
series in z with constant coefficient zero. 
The inequality is equivalent to the one given in the statement of the 
theorem since the inequality 
I &d2 
If(w)l2 ’ IB’(0)12” + 
If(a) - ‘!@)I2 
1 - 1 B’(O)I’” 
is satisfied and since equality holds when a suitable constant is added to f (z) 
and g(z). 
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Nofe added in proof. The present estimates of logarithmic coefficients have since been 
improved to give proofs of the Milin conjecture in cases corresponding to the Bieberbach 
conjecture for the nth coefficient when n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. A proof of the Bieberbach conjecture 
for the nth coefftcient is obtained on showing that certain hypergeometric polynomials are 
nonnegative in the interval (0, 1). Preliminary computer calculations by Walter Gautschi 
indicate that the desired inequalities are true corresponding to cases of the Bieberbach 
conjecture for the n th coefficient when n < 20. 
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